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Optimal Transmission Scheduling in Symmetric
Communication Models With Intermittent
Connectivity
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Abstract—We consider a slotted system with N queues, and
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli arrivals
at each queue during each slot. Each queue is associated with a
channel that changes between “on” and “off” states according
to i.i.d. Bernoulli processes. We assume that the system has K
identical transmitters (“servers”). Each server, during each slot,
can transmit up to C packets from each queue associated with
an “on” channel. We show that a policy that assigns the servers
to the longest queues whose channel is “on” minimizes the total
queue size, as well as a broad class of other performance criteria.
We provide several extensions, as well as some qualitative results
for the limiting case where N is very large. Finally, we consider a
“fluid” model under which fractional packets can be served, and
subject to a constraint that at most C packets can be served in
total from all of the N queues. We show that when K = N , there
is an optimal policy which serves the queues so that the resulting
vector of queue lengths is “Most Balanced” (MB).
Index Terms—Longest-queue-first, minimum-delay scheduling,
stochastic coupling, transmission scheduling, wireless channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS and satellite nodes are often limited to a small
number of transmitters and channels, and these have to
be allocated to users in the face of competing demands. For example, satellite systems employ hundreds or even thousands of
narrow beams over which information can be transmitted at high
data rates. Each of the downlink beams covers a different region
within the satellite’s footprint. Data packets to be transmitted
along the different beams arrive at the satellite, either from the
ground or from neighboring satellites, and are stored in on-board
buffers. In this context, there is often only a limited number of
on-board transmitters, so that not all beams can be served by
the transmitters simultaneously. This gives rise to a scheduling
problem involving the allocation of the transmitters to the different downlink beams. Further complicating matters is the fact
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that, due to weather and atmospheric conditions, the transmission rate along the different beams varies with time; hence, the
quality of the links must be taken into account in making scheduling decisions. For a different context, a wireless base station
typically has far fewer channels available for transmissions than
the number of users to be served. Again, this raises a nearly identical problem of allocating channels to the different users. Problems of this type have received much attention recently [1]–[5],
[8], [10], [11], sometimes motivated by next-generation wireless data systems.
In this paper, we focus on the special case where all arrival
streams and channel-state processes are statistically identical.
This symmetry sometimes leads to rather simple optimal policies, although their optimality can be hard to establish. We
model the system as a discrete-time queueing system, with
arrivals and channel states described by independent Bernoulli
processes. More specifically, we assume that the numbers of
,
arrivals to the th queue during the th slot, denoted by
are independent Bernoulli random variables, with the same
parameter for all and . Furthermore, we assume that the state
, can
of the th channel during the th slot, denoted by
only take one of two values, namely, or . We designate as
the “off” state, and as the “on” state. When the channel is in
the “off” state, no transmission is possible. When the channel
is in the “on” state, the channel can be utilized, and we will
be saying that the corresponding queue is “connected.” Again,
are independent and identically
we assume that the
distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli random variables, which are also
independent from the arrival processes. Finally, we let
represent the number of packets in the th queue at the beginning of time slot .
transmitters (“servers”). Each
We assume that there are
server can only serve one queue at a time, and can only be
assigned to a connected queue. At each slot, each server can
transmit up to packets, where the number reflects power
limitations or other constraints on an individual transmitter.
Fig. 1 depicts the system considered in this paper.
Such queueing systems, with multiple queues and stochastically varying connectivities, have been studied in [11] where the
authors use a coupling argument to establish that when
(single transmitter) and
(one packet per slot), a policy
that serves the longest connected queue (LCQ) maximizes the
stability region of the system, and also results in optimal average
queue lenghts. Furthermore, [1] shows that the LCQ policy results in a maximal stability region under more general assumptions on the arrival and channel state processes.
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until just before the channel states are to be observed, as well as
the history

until just before the new arrivals
make the following assumption.

Fig. 1. The symmetric transmission model.

In Section II, we generalize the result in [11] and establish
the optimality of a policy that allocates the servers to the longest
connected queues, for general and . In Section III, we discuss extensions to various settings where our i.i.d. assumptions
are violated. In Section IV, we consider the case where the
of queues increases, while the total arrival rate and
number
the number of transmitters is held constant. We show, under a
slightly different arrival model (Poisson instead of Bernoulli arrivals), that the average queue size is a bounded function of ,
under a fairly simple heuristic policy. In Section V, we consider
a “fluid” model under which fractional packets can be served,
and subject to a constraint that at most packets can be served
,
in total over all of the queues. We show that when
there is an optimal policy that serves the queues so that the resulting vector of queue lengths is “Most Balanced.” Finally, Section VI contains some brief concluding remarks.
II. OPTIMALITY OF LCQ POLICIES
We start with a precise description of the problem, toto denote the vector
gether with some notation. We use
of queue lengths at the beginning of time
slot . Similarly,
is the vector
with the number of arrivals at each queue during time slot , and
is the vector of channel connectivities at time slot . Finally,
is the vector of packets withdrawn from each queue during
time slot . The dynamics of the system are described by the
equation
(1)
A policy is a family of mappings that, for any and for any
as a nonnegative integer function of
time , determines
the past history and present state

and satisfies

We also introduce the history

are to be observed. We

Assumption 1:
, the
(a) For every and , and conditioned on
random variables
,
, are independent
and Bernoulli, with a parameter which is the same for all
, , .
, the
(b) For every and , and conditioned on
random variables
,
, are independent
and Bernoulli, with a parameter which is the same for all
, , .
Let us now make a few remarks. The definition of the history
implies the following sequence of events. The queue
connectivities
are observed, then the packet withdrawals
are determined, and finally, the new arrivals
occur
. The policy
and determine the next queue lengths
is allowed to be non-Markovian, because this facilitates
the proof of our subsequent results. Finally, the constraints
reflect our interpretation of
and : if
, the th queue cannot be served;
otherwise, the number of packets that can be withdrawn is
of available packets, as well as
limited by the number
the “server capacity” . Finally, note that we do not include
or queue lengths
in the history, since
past decisions
under any given policy, past decisions and queue lengths can
be recovered from the history.
A. LCQ Policies and an Ordering on Configurations
We say that a policy is a LCQ (“Longest Connected Queues”)
policy if it operates as follows. Consider the set of queues
that are “connected,” i.e.,
. Out of that set, select
up to
queues with the largest values of
, and serve
packets from each one of them. Note that
queues can be served if and only if the number
fewer than
of nonempty connected queues is smaller than . Moreover,
in the event that there are multiple queues with equal values of
competing for a server, the policy can choose between
them arbitrarily.
We wish to establish that LCQ policies are optimal for a wide
class of performance criteria, expected total queue size being
one of them. The intuitive reason is that a LCQ policy tries to
keep the queued packets spread over multiple queues and has
a better chance of avoiding idling when some channels are off.
Using dynamic programming language, the cost-to-go of a paris lower when the packets are more
ticular “configuration”
spread out to different queues. Our first step is to provide a mathematical definition of “more spread out,” that is suitable for our
purposes.
be the set of nonnegative integers, and let
be
Let
copies of
. Given two vectors
the Cartesian product of
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and
in
, we write
if we have
for all . The relation defines a partial
order on the set
. We now introduce another relation on
. (This relation depends on , but we will avoid the more
because will be clear from the context.)
accurate notation
if one of the following three relations hold:
We will write
;

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

and

differ in only two components, say and , and
,
;

and differ in only two components, say and , and
there exists a positive integer such that

In Case (ii), the vectors and are permutations of each other,
and can be viewed as equivalent. In Case (iii), is “more balanced” than , and can be obtained from by moving a multiple
packets from a larger component of to a smaller one.
of
(We refer to such a change from to as a “balancing -interchange.”) For example, if
and we start with
,
packets from the largest component to
we can move
. However, if
the smaller one to obtain
packets, to obtain the new vector
we were to move
, this is not a balancing -interchange, because
.
, by taking the union
We finally define a partial order on
and the relation
defined above, and
of the partial order
forming their transitive closure. That is,
if and only if
such that
,
, and
there exists a sequence
, we have either
or
. In
for
(“ is preferable to ”), if we can form by
words, we have
starting from and performing a sequence of operations, where
each operation is a permutation of two components, a balancing
-interchange, or a removal of some packets. We now introduce
the class of performance objectives that we will consider.
that are
Let be the class of real-valued functions on
monotone nondecreasing with respect to the partial order ; that
if and only if
is,
implies
Thus, consists of those functions that are nondecreasing,
permutation-invariant,1 and whose value does not increase if a
balancing -interchange is performed on its argument.
contains the function
,
The class
also
which corresponds to the total queue size. The class
contains any function which is permutation-invariant, nondecreasing, and convex. In fact, it suffices that be convex only
on one-dimensional sets of the form
and
for
In the special case where
, the class is closely related to
the class of “increasing Schur-convex functions” [7], the main
difference being that we are restricting to integer arguments. We

f;

f is said to be permutation-invariant if f (b
for every permutation  and every b.

g

; N onto itself. A function
;...;b
) = f (b ; . . . ; b ) ,

1A permutation is defined as a bijection of 1 . . .

note that when
, the resulting class is strictly larger than
, as will be shown at the end of
the class obtained with
this section.
B. The Dynamic Coupling Method
Our proof involves a dynamic coupling argument. We outline the structure of this method, and provide some related
definitions. Consider the process under some policy , for
of the underlying sequence of
a particular sample path
. Note
random variables
that under the given policy , the values of the sequences
and
are completely determined by . A
dynamic coupling is a mapping that determines from a new
sequence , resulting in new sequence of random variables 2
, with
, and
the following properties.
,
is obtained from
(a) Given that
by permuting its components, according to a permutation
that is completely determined by . In particular, given
, the mapping from
to
is one-toone.
,
is obtained from
(b) Given that
by permuting its components, according to a permutation
that is completely determined by . In particular, given
, the mapping from
to
is one-toone.
In particular, given the history

and knowledge of the policy , one can recover the history
under policy , as well as the values of
and
. Using property (a), once
is
can be inferred. This implies that
observed, the value of
can be inferred. Thus, given the history

one can recover the history
under policy . Using
property (b), once
is observed, the value of
, as
, can be inferred. As a consequence, a new
well as of
policy that operates on a system driven by the sequence ,
and
under
can use the knowledge of the values of
and policy . Finally, since the conditional distribution of
given
(respectively, the conditional distribution
given
) is permutation-invariant,3 we have that
of
has the same distribution as the
the sequence
sequence
.
Suppose now that the new policy that operates on a system
results in a sequence
such
driven by
that
for all and all sample paths. In that case,

7!

2More precisely, given the mapping !
!~ , any random variable X , results
~ defined by X
~ (! ) = X (~
! ).
in a new random variable X

2<

3The conditional distribution of a random vector X
, given some his= h)=
tory , is said to be permutation-invariant if (X = (x ; . . . ; x )
(X = ( x
;...;x
)
= h), for every permutation  , every possible realization h of , and every x.

H

H

jH

jH
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for any
, we have
, for all and all
sample paths, Since in a dynamic coupling the distribution of
is the same as that of
, the stochastic process
resulting from policy is stochastiresulting from policy
cally smaller than the process
.4 In that case, we will say that policy dominates policy ,
. Because stochastic dominance is tranand we will write
sitive, so is policy dominance; that is, if
dominates , and
dominates , then
dominates .
if
C. Main Result
Note that if we can establish that an LCQ policy dominates
every other policy, it will follow that an LCQ policy minimizes
or
performance criteria such as

for any
, any , and any
. The same statement can
be made for average cost criteria such as

Our main result establishes that this is indeed the case.
Theorem 1: An LCQ policy dominates every other policy.
Proof: For the purposes of this proof, we will be working
with a “relaxed” version of the original problem. We modify the
evolution equation (1) to
(2)
where
is an additional nonnega) is chosen on the
tive control variable which (similar to
. In this relaxed problem, we allow a
basis of the history
policy to add an arbitrary number of packets to any queue, right
are determined. Let
be
after the packet withdrawals
, let
the set of all policies for the relaxed problem. For
be the set of all policies under which we have
,
for
. Finally, let
: this is the set of
for all (never add extra packets),
policies that have
and coincides with the set of policies for the original problem. If
we show that LCQ dominates every policy on , it will follow
that it dominates every policy in
, which is the desired result.
Note that within the relaxed problem, we can assume
and for every
without loss of generality, that for every
that is served at time , we have
queue
. Indeed, if the policy were to serve
packets, we could increase
fewer than
to
, and accordingly increase
, resulting in the same value for the next queue size
. We will henceforth restrict all policies to have this
property.
We say that a policy has the LCQ property at time if at that
time, it can only serve the largest connected queues (resolving
4A

process

fX n g
X X
fX n g
X n X n
n

~ ( ) is stochastically smaller than another process

fX n g

fX (n )g

(symbolically, ~
), if there exists another process ^ ( ) defined on the
same probability space as
( ) , that has the same probability distribution as
~ ( ) , and satisfies ^ ( )
( ), almost surely, for every component ,
and every time .

fX n g

i
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ties arbitarily). Let
be the set of all policies for the relaxed
, let
be the
problem (this is the same as the set ). For
.
set of policies that have the LCQ property at times
Finally, let
: this is the set of policies that have
the LCQ property at all times.
of queues served by a policy at
Consider now the set
some time . We say that deviates from LCQ at time by at
most , if we can make have the LCQ property at time by
. Let
be the set of
changing at most of the elements of
(i.e., have the LCQ property before
policies that belong to
time ), and which deviate from LCQ at time by at most .
With these definitions and notation at hand, we can now provide an outline of the proof. The idea is to start with a general
policy and modify it progressively, to obtain a sequence of policies, each dominating the previous ones, and which have the
LCQ property for larger amounts of time. For any given time, the
argument involves a number of steps, with each step effecting a
reduction of the amount by which the LCQ property is violated.
The overall proof involves a sequence of steps that relies on the
following two lemmas.
(i.e., has the LCQ
Lemma 1: Given a policy
property before time , deviates from LCQ by at most at time
, and never adds extra packets), with
, we can construct
.
a dominating policy
Lemma 2: Given a policy
inating policy
packets).

, we can construct a dom(i.e., which does not add extra

The proofs of the preceding lemmas can be found in the Appendix.
The proof of the theorem is completed by applying Lemmas 1–2 repeatedly. Starting from an arbitrary policy
,
we obtain a sequence of policies each of which dominates the previous one. We obtain policies that belong to
. The last such policy
. Continuing similarly, we obtain policies
belongs to
that belong to
for increasing values of . Furtheragrees
more, our construction is such that each such policy
until time
. Therefore, this
with the preceding policy
sequence of policies also defines a limiting policy , which
for every , agrees with
until time . Therefore,
has the
, and dominates all
LCQ property at all times, belongs to
of the policies in the sequence, including the original policy .
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
Given some
, let
be the optimal (over all poli, and let us compare two
cies) value of
initial conditions such that
. The argument in Step B of the
proof of Lemma 1 shows that no matter what the optimal policy
does starting from , there is another policy which starting from
maintains the relation
for all , and results in
smaller or equal expected cost. This shows the following.
Corollary 1: For any
. In particular,

, and any , if

then

.

Indeed, one can prove using dynamic programming and induction on , that if
, then
for all , and an LCQ
, for all . However,
policy minimizes
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this is a weaker result, compared to the stochastic dominance
established by Theorem 1, and the proof is not much easier.
Let us now consider a different relation , which is defined
the same as , except that we take
in that definition.
be the class of monotonic functions such that
Let
implies that
. This class, which is closely related to
the class of increasing Schur-convex functions, clearly satisfies
. Is it true that when
, the optimal value function
belongs to ? If that
were true, it would imply that a configuration obtained by
performing a balancing -interchange on another configuration
would be preferable. However, this is not the case, as shown by
the example that follows. This explains why we had to work with
. Furthermore,
the relation instead of the simpler relation
since the value function in that example does not belong to
but belongs to (by the above corollary), this shows that is
, as claimed
strictly larger than the class obtained when
at the end of Section II-A.
Example 1: Consider a system in which there are no arrivals,
, only two queues
, and only one transmitter
. Let the cost function, defined by
, corbe the probability
respond to expected queue length. Let
that a queue is connected at any given time. If the initial state
, the expected value of the cost
at time
is
is
, because there is probability
that queue 1 is
not connected at time . Consider now the more balanced state
and note that
. (On the other hand, it is not
.) The expected cost is equal to
.
true that
(There will always be one packet at time , and there will be
a second packet if both queues were disconnected at time .)
, we see that the “less balanced”
Since
is preferable.
configuration

III. EXTENSIONS
In this section, we discuss various extensions of Theorem 1.
We are mainly interested in relaxing the i.i.d. assumptions we
have made on the channel states and on the random arrivals.
All of these extensions are possible with essentially the same
proof as for Theorem 1. For this reason, we only provide brief
justifications.
In our discussion of the dynamic coupling method, the key
property that was used was that the sequence
had the same distribution as the sequence
. This
was a consequence of our i.i.d. Bernoulli assumptions, but in
fact the only property required is permutation-invariance. This
shows that the result in Theorem 1 remains valid under the
following, more general, assumption. Some examples are discussed below.
Assumption 2:
(a) The conditional distribution of
permutation-invariant. (Recall that
(b) The conditional distribution of
permutation-invariant. (Recall that

given

is

.)
given

is
.

Example 2: Dependence of channel states. For an example
where the permutation invariance assumption holds, suppose
that the number, call it , of connected queues at time is
random, possibly dependent on the past history, and with an arbitrary conditional distribution. (With our original model, had
, we assume that the
a binomial distribution.) Given that
set of connected queues is equally likely to be any -element
subset of
. In particular,
need not be
the same for all (although it must be the same for all ).
Example 3: Dependence in the arrival processes. A similar
example arises if the total number of arrivals at time , call it ,
has an arbitrary conditional distribution, and then the arrivals are
assigned to queues in a permutation-invariant fashion. Thus, we
can allow complicated dependencies between the numbers of arrivals at different times, possibly reflecting the dynamics in the
rest of the network, or a fairly general flow control mechanism
(as long as the flow control mechanism does not distinguish between different packet classes).
Example 4: Non-Bernoulli arrivals. A special case of the
above arises when Assumption 1(a) on the channel state
holds, except that
changes with time, and sim. In particular, we may assume
for
ilarly for
all , and for all in certain predetermined intervals. Arrivals
accumulate during such an interval, but since no queue can be
served, this interval is equivalent to a single time slot, but with
the number of arrivals having a more general distribution. This
establishes that Theorem 1 remains valid if the random variare i.i.d. and each one of them can be expressed
ables
as a sum of independent Bernoulli random variables. The special case where all of the Bernoulli random variables have the
to be independent binomial
same parameters allows the
random variables. Because a Poisson distribution can be approximated by a sequence of binomial distributions, we can also use
a limiting argument to establish that Theorem 1 remains valid
are i.i.d. Poisson. The details of
if the random variables
this argument are not particularly interesting, and will not be
given here. Nevertheless, we will revisit the Poisson case in Section III-A5.
Example 5: Unknown channel states. Another interesting
are not known at the
variation arises if the channel states
is chosen. That is, the schedtime that the control vector
queues, and will only be able to serve the
uler selects up to
subset of the selected queues that happen to be connected. It can
be checked that the proof remains valid, with minimal modifications. In fact, a more complex channel model is possible. At
each time , and for each channel , let there be two independent
channel variables
and
. The th queue will be con. However, the schednected if and only if
before selecting the queues to be
uler only gets to observe
served. Once more, Theorem 1 remains valid. With this model,
there can be an attempt to transmit a packet from queue , each
. The number of attempts until a successful
time that
transmission occurs is the same as the number of independent
Bernoulli trials until a “success” occurs, and has a geometric
distribution.
By reinterpreting this model, we see that Theorem 1 remains
are absent, but packets have
valid if the random variables
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i.i.d. geometric transmission times, of duration unknown to the
transmitter (i.e., after a transmission attempt, the packet departs
the system with some fixed probability), in a model that allows
preemptive service (i.e., when a “transmission attempt” fails,
we can switch to serving a different packet). This can be used
to model, for example, an error-prone system where even when
the channel is in the “on” state, packets may incur transmission
errors and require retransmission. A similar result has also been
and
in [11].
established for the case of
IV. COMPARISON OF LCQ AND A NAIVE POLICY
In this section, we consider the legitimate question whether an
optimal (i.e., LCQ) policy results in a substantial performance
improvement, compared to a naive policy. Given that closedform expressions are not possible, we approach this question by
considering the asymptotic case where the number of queues
becomes large, while keeping the number of transmitters and
constant. We consider the
the total arrival rate
and the same i.i.d. assumpmodel of Section II, with
to
tions (as in Assumption 1), except that we allow the
take values larger than . We will first consider a naive, and
clearly nonoptimal, randomized policy and show that it has the
largest possible stability region. However, we show that the expected sum of the queue lengths, in steady state, increases linearly with . In contrast, we show that with an optimal policy,
the expected sum of the queue lengths does not increase with
, at least when the
are Poisson.
Let us first discuss the stability region. The largest possible
service rate occurs when all queues have available packets, in
which case, the expected number of packets served per time slot
is equal to
where
is the number of connected queues.
As one would intuitively expect, and as established in [1], there
exists a policy under which the system is stable (positive recur. Note that as
, we
rent) if and only if
.
have
We now describe a naive randomized policy, denoted by .
This policy operates as follows. If the number
of connected queues is no larger than , all connected queues are
serves a -element subset of the conserved. Otherwise,
nected queues, with every subset being equally likely to be selected, regardless of the queue lengths.
In essence, , unlike LCQ policies, disregards queue length
may even select a connected queue that
information. In fact,
has no packets. A somewhat more reasonable policy might be
one that only selects at random between connected queues with
a nonzero number of packets. However, this should make only a
small difference at the boundary of the stability region (when
approaches
), because one would expect almost all of
the queues to have a nonzero number of packets. Furthermore,
this modified policy is difficult to analyze.
Theorem 2: Under policy
, and if
system is stable. Furthermore, if

, the
, we have
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where the expectation is taken with respect to the steady-state
distribution.
Proof: At each time slot, the expected number of selected
. Thus, at each time, queue has probability
queues is
to be selected for service. Therefore, for queue
viewed in isolation, the expected number of arrivals per unit
, and the service rate is
. As long as
time is
, it is stable. By a standard argument based on the Lya, and using the assumption
punov function
, one also obtains that
.
Let us now consider queue in steady state, and the evolution
equation

Taking expectations of both sides, we obtain
, where the first equality follows because
, which implies that
. Also, if we square
the above equation, and then take expectations, we obtain

where we have used the independence of
from
and
. In steady state, we have
.
, the conditional expectation
Furthermore, whenever
of
is equal to the probability that queue is selected for
. Thus,
service, which is

We solve for

and recover the desired result.

According to Theorem 2, the naive policy has the largest possible stability region. However, the total expected number of
packets in queue increases linearly with . In the special case of
, and as
,
Bernoulli arrivals, we have
the total expected number of packets in queue behaves like

The same asymptotic applies if the random variables
are
Poisson.
stand for the total number of
Let
packets in the system at time , when the number of queues
is , arrivals are i.i.d. Poisson, and an optimal policy is used
be defined
starting from zero initial queue lengths. Let
similarly, and with the same initial conditions, except that the
number of queues is doubled (while and are held constant).
Our next result, to be contrasted with the preceding discussion
of , indicates that doubling does not increase the expected
total queue size.
Theorem 3: Suppose that the random variables
are
i.i.d. and Poisson. Let the initial queues be empty. Then,
, for all .
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Proof: We consider an optimal policy that operates on
an “original” system with queues. We will use a coupling argument to construct a policy that operates on a “new” system
with
queues under which
, for all . This
,
will then imply that
for all . Throughout, we use a tilde to indicate quantities associated with the new system, and no tilde for the original system.
At each time , we map arrivals to queue in the original
and in the new system, as follows.
system to queues
Each arrival to in the original system is independently assigned
or in the new system, with equal probability.
to queue
This ensures that arrivals to individual queues in the new system
.
are i.i.d. Poisson, with rate
Also, at each time , we map the channel state of queue
in the original system to the longest queue among queues
and
in the new system. We generate the channel state of
and by drawing an
the shortest queue among queues
independent Bernoulli random variable with the same parameter
.
The policy is defined in terms of the actions of policy , as
follows. If serves queue , then serves the longest of queues
and .
We will now use induction on , to show that
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we are dealing with a special case of the model of Section II
and an LCQ policy is again optimal. Other than these cases, the
structure of optimal policies is unknown. We will henceforth
(unlimited number of
focus on the special case where
transmitters), and a variant of the model, which allows serving a
noninteger number of packets from each queue. We will establish that a generalization of LCQ, which we call a “Most Balanced” (MB) policy is optimal.
We use the same notation as in Section II, and make the following assumption.
Assumption 3:
(a) The distributions of
invariant.
(b) The random vectors
pendent.

and of

are permutationare inde-

Let
be the set of nonnegative reals. Suppose that at time
we have
, for some vectors and .
of feasible vectors of packet
We assume that the set
withdrawals, when the system is in state
, is of the form
for all

and

A Most Balanced policy always chooses a
minimizes
This is trivially true for
. Suppose it is also true at some
, and queue is served by (in particular,
time . If
queue is connected), then the longest among queues
and
is also nonempty and connected. Thus, whenever there is a
withdrawal from queue in the original system, there is a withor in the new system. Furthermore,
drawal from queue
because of the way arrivals have been coupled, the number of
arrivals to queue in the original system equals the total number
and in the new system. Therefore,
of arrivals in queues

which completes the induction. It then follows that
for all , which completes the proof.
We conjecture that, for large , Theorem 3 remains valid in
does not have a Poisson distribution,
many cases where
e.g., if each
is Bernoulli with parameter
, or more
generally, if the distance (suitably defined) between the distriand a Poisson distribution with the same mean
bution of
as
. Another interesting quesdecays faster than
tion is whether
for every
(Theorem 3 only deals with the case
).

that

For example, if
,
, and
, a most balanced policy will let
,
resulting in the configuration
. It
is not hard to show that the most balanced policy is uniquely
defined. Finally, for the purposes of this section, we let be the
that are convex, nondecreasing,
set of all functions
and permutation invariant.
Theorem 4: Let
be the vector of queue sizes at time .
and for every
, the MB policy
For any function
.
minimizes
Proof: The proof uses a dynamic programming argument.
be the minimum of
, over all policies,
Let
. We then have
starting from the initial condition
, and the following recursion, for
:

V. A FLUID MODEL WITH A TOTAL SERVICE CONSTRAINT
In this section, we consider a different type of constraint on
the transmitters. Instead of requiring that there can be up to
packets served from each queue selected for service, we introduce an aggregate constraint, namely, that the total number of
packets served is bounded by ). This is a reasonable model if
there is a power constraint that applies to the entire system. If
, we are dealing with the model in
we further assume that
[11], and an LCQ policy is optimal. If we assume that
,

Lemma 3: The functions
and
belong to
(convex,
nondecreasing, and permutation invariant), for all . The funcis nondecreasing and convex for every . Fition
nally,

for every

and every permutation .
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Proof: Monotonicity is immediate from the structure of the
above recursion, and the monotonicity of the function
that starts the recursion. Permutation invariance is also an
easy consequence of this recursion, the permutation invariance
, and the permutation invariance of
of the function
and
.
the mappings
It remains to establish convexity, which is done by induction.
is convex, by definition. Assuming that
The function
is convex,
is a convex function of , for any
, from which it follows that
is convex. Let us now fix some
, and using the notation
, note that
is the
minimum of
subject to the constraints
if
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Note that satisfies the required constraints
and
when is chosen small enough, e.g.,
. Furthermore, we restrict to satisfy
.
, and therefore,
.
Lemma 4: We have
Proof: Since and differ only in the th and th components, it suffices to consider a function
of two variables,
and , and show that if
,
, and
denoted by
, then
. Note that
lies on the interval joining
and
.
In particular, for some
, we have
. Using the convexity of , we obtain

then

This is a convex optimization problem and by a standard argument, the optimal value
is a convex function of the parameter vector appearing in the right-hand side of the linear
is a convex function of . Finally,
constraints. Thus,
is a weighted average of convex functions and is therefore
convex.
Fix some
, and let
,
.
Consider the vector obtained by the MB policy, which is an
optimal solution to the optimization problem
minimize
subject to
if

where the last equality made use of the permutation-invariance
of .
We have thus constructed a new element of with one less
. By repeating this procedure a
component equal to
number of times, we obtain a new vector which is in , but
. But this contradicts the definition of
with
, establishes that
, and completes the proof.
Using Theorem 4, it is easily seen that the most balanced
policy is optimal for a wide variety of performance criteria,
over a finite or
such as a discounted sum of the
infinite horizon, or an undiscounted sum over a finite horizon.
Furthermore, the theorem covers the important special case of
(total queue length).
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We will now show that also minimizes
, subject to the
is an
same constraints, which will then imply that
optimal decision when
, and therefore
the MB policy is optimal. For simplicity, and without loss of
for all . If
,
generality, let us assume that
and
. Since
is a nondecreasing function
then
as well. We can therefore
of , it follows that minimizes
, in which case we can replace the constraint
assume that
by the equality constraint
.
Consider the compact and convex set of optimal solutions
subject to the constraints
to the problem of minimizing
and
. We will show that the
MB vector in must be equal to , implying that indeed
.
minimizes
Let be an optimal solution to the problem of minimizing
within the set . If
, then
(this
is because the optimization problem defining has a unique
. In
solution). Let us therefore assume that
for all . Furparticular, there exists some such that
thermore, since
, there also
exists some such that
, which also implies that
.
Consider a new vector obtained by making components and
of more balanced. More precisely, let be a small positive
number, and let
for

We have studied symmetric on–off queueing systems, which
form a special case of queueing systems with time-varying
service rates, with the objective of finding policies that minimize buffer occupancies (or equivalently, delays). In general,
very few results exist on minimum delay scheduling over
time-varying channels. Under the assumption of i.i.d. Bernoulli
arrivals and connectivity variables, we showed that the “Longest
Connected Queue” policy (LCQ) is optimal for the case of
servers each able to serve packets per slot from a connected
queue. Using a fluid service model, we also showed that the
“Most Balanced” (MB) policy is optimal for the case of
servers and a total capacity, between all servers, of units. We
established these results using stochastic coupling techniques
and dynamic programming, respectively.
We have argued that our results also hold for certain non-i.i.d.
models, as long as the arrival and connectivity distributions remain permutation-invariant. However, the use of stochastic coupling techniques relies heavily on symmetry between the queues
and cannot be applied in the absence of such symmetry.
Even in the symmetric case, many problems remain open.
For example, consider the simple extension where we have
servers, with
, that can serve a total of packets
from of the connected queues (notice that here we do not impose the limit on the number of packets that can be served from
each queue). In this case, it is not difficult to show that a “Most
Balanced” policy is not optimal, even if all the queues are always
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connected. In fact, we suspect that the problem of minimizing
the total queue length is NP-hard, even for the deterministic and
static special case where all channels are always on and there
are no arrivals.
We finally note that a closed-form description of the optimal
policy under general conditions on the arrival and channel state
processes is not feasible. However, it would be interesting to examine simple suboptimal policies and bound their performance
for more general models of time-varying queueing systems.
APPENDIX
PROOFS OF LEMMAS 1 AND 2
Proof of Lemma 1: This lemma, as well as the next one, are
proved using the dynamic coupling method described in Section II-B.
, and a sample path conLet us fix a policy
of the random
sisting of the values
(the “original” system). We
variables
construct a new sample path and policy (the “new” system),
with the same initial condition
. We use a tilde to denote quantities associated with the new system. Before time ,
we let arrivals and channel states be the same in the two systems
and
, for
), and let be iden(
tical to . As a consequence,
. At time , we let the
.
channel states of the two systems be the same
Step A: Policy at time .
If (at time and for that particular sample path) deviates
from LCQ by less than , we let choose the same controls as ,
,
, resulting in
.
and set
Suppose now that (at time and for that particular sample
path) deviates from LCQ by . Let be such that
, that is, corresponds to a longest connected
queue that is not served by . Similarly, let be such that
, that is, corresponds to a shortest
connected queue that is served by . It can be seen that
(otherwise, the connected queues that are served are at least as
long as the connected queues that are not served, and would
have the LCQ property). We now let serve the same queues
as , except that queue is replaced by queue . It can be seen
.
that such a will deviate from LCQ by at most
We now proceed to describe the action of in detail. Without
and
. Thus,
loss of generality, we assume that
serves queue 2, and
is of the form

for some
and
. We distinguish three cases.
. Policy removes packets
(i) Suppose that
packets from
from queue 2. We let policy remove
queue 1. We also let
and
. The
resulting configurations are of the form

(ii) Suppose that
. In this case, drives down
to zero. We let serve queue 1, also driving it down to
zero. Furthermore, adds packets to queue 2 to drive it
. We also let
up to , i.e.,
if
,
if
,
otherwise.
The resulting configurations are of the form

Thus,
and
are permutations of each other.
. In this case, drives
(iii) Suppose finally that
down to zero. We let serve queue 1 and remove
packets. We also let add
packets to queue 2, i.e.,
, driving it up to , and
. The
resulting configurations are of the form

This completes the description of policy at time . Note
that our construction of at time guarantees that
.
.
Step B: Policy at times
. We proceed
We now construct the policy for times
recursively. Suppose that has been defined up to some time
and that
. (For
, this has already
been accomplished, in Step A, which starts the recursion.) We
consider three cases, which correspond to the three cases in the
definition of the relation .
, we let the channel states, arrivals,
Case (i) If
and controls be the same for both systems, which ensures that
and
.
Case (ii) Suppose that
is obtained from
by permuting components and . Without loss of generality, we as,
. For queues
we let the channel
sume that
states, arrivals, and controls be the same for both systems. For
queues 1 and 2, we let channel states, arrivals, and controls for
queue 1 in the new system be the same as for queue 2 in the origcomponents of
inal system, and vice versa. Then, the last
and
are equal, whereas the first two remain
permutations of each other. In particular,
.
Case (iii) We finally consider the remaining case (iii) in the
definition of . Without loss of generality, we assume that
and
. In particular, for some and , for some positive
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integer with with
we have

, and for some

,

Note that at the start of the recursion (time ), the above con. The rest of the argument will be
dition would hold with
different, depending on whether we have
(“Type I”),
(“Type II”), or
(“Type III”).
. We couple the
Type I Suppose that
and
channel states and arrivals by letting
. For queues
, we let take the same action as ,
that is,
and
, resulting in
. If serves queue 1, bringing it down to
, policy also removes packets from
.) If
queue 1. (This is possible because
removes
packets from queue 2 (note that either
if
, or
otherwise), then effectively
removes the same number of packets from queue 2. (This is done
by removing packets and then adding
packets.)
The resulting configurations are of the form

Note that
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, and also

. Thus,
, as desired.
Type II Suppose now that
. We let
,
, and
for
.
That is, we “couple” the channel state for queue 1 in the new
system with the channel state for queue 2 in the original system,
and vice versa. For all other queues, the channel states are the
.
same in the two systems. We also let
, we let take the same action as ,
For queues
and
, resulting in
that is,
. For
, let
if serves queue
, and
, otherwise.
.
Regarding queue 1, policy brings it down to
Accordingly, we let take the same action for queue 2, bringing
it down to
. This is possible because
(if can serve queue 1, then can serve queue 2) and
.
We now have two subcases.
packets (this
(a) If serves queue 2 and removes
happens when
and
), or if does not serve queue
, we let remove the same number of packets from
2
queue 1. The resulting configurations are of the form

For all four possible values of
, we have
(this is because
) and
(because
and
). It follows
. (To see this, use the definition of
that
but with replaced by
.)
packets
(b) If serves queue 2 and removes
), then removes packets from
(this happens when
packets to queue 2. The
queue 1, and adds
resulting configurations are of the form

where
indicates whether queue 1 is served by . It
, with replaced by
.
follows that
.
Type III Suppose, finally, that
,
Similar to the discussion of Type II, we let
, and
for
. For queues
, we let take the same action as , that is,
and
, and let
, resulting in
. As before, let
if serves queue 1,
and
, otherwise.
,
If serves queue 1, bringing it down to
policy removes packets from queue 2, bringing it down to
. This is possible because
and
.
We now have two subcases:
and
(a) If does not serve queue 2, we let
, and the resulting configurations are

which shows that
, with replaced by
.
(b) If does serve queue 2, then it drives it to zero, because
. Then, serves queue 1, driving it also to
), and adds
zero (since
packets to queue 2 driving it to
. We finally let
,
. The resulting configurations are of the
form
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where
. In this case,
is a
, and we again have
permutation of
(case (ii) in the definition of ).
At this point, we have completed the recursive construction
, which implies
of . Under the new policy, we have
, for all , so that dominates . Furthermore,
that
.
by construction (cf. Step A), we have
Proof of Lemma 2: We use again a coupling argument. Sup. We let and coincide until time
. In
pose that
particular, has the LCQ property until time
, and
.
From time onward, the process associated to evolves according to

We let
policy

and
for all times. We let the
correspond to the evolution equation

(The “
” operation on vectors is defined componentwise.)
Thus, acts similar to but never adds any packets, so that
. Furthermore, serves the same queues as at time
, and therefore has the same deviation from LCQ. It follows
.
that
An easy inductive argument shows that
, for all .
Indeed, assuming this to be true for some
, we have
, and also
,
which imply that
,
and
.
Also, if serves queue at time , it is seen that it removes
packets, the maximum possible number. Indeed,

, then
if
removed by is

, so that the number of packets
. Otherwise, if
, then
, and removes
packets.
Since is a legitimate policy in
, and
for all , it follows that
for all and, therefore,
.
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